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Both styles of shingles have concealed fasteners and interlocking hems
preventing exposure to the elements, such as rain, snow, and ice.  These were

key features used to ensure the lifespan of metal roofs back in 1890-1920. 

Our product can also be used on wall
cladding(siding) or soffit projects.



In North America metal roofing was one of the
primary forms of roofing from 1890 to 1920
and many of those roofs are still protecting
the homeowners' investments today. We
estimate life expectancy of our shingles
conservatively at 50 years, but have reason to
expect nearly twice that life span.

The Diamond Steel Roofing System was
designed and developed by innovative roofing
and construction specialist Murray Simpson
by applying 25 years of building experience.
Using the highest quality steel and paint
finishes, Diamond Steel shingles are highly
windproof, water tight, long lasting and
beautiful!

Shipping all over Canada and the United
States. Diamond Steel Roofing is proven in any
climate, whether it be the wild fires in Alberta,
tornados  in Kentucky, or snow load in Nova
Scotia. Steel doesn't burn, and protects your
home or building from airborne cinders. Steel
also does not hold moisture and prevents the
growth of mildew and moss.  

A Diamond Steel roof will not end up in a
landfill site like asphalt, leaching tar and
petrochemical products into the watershed. If
future generations want to replace a Diamond
Steel Roofing System they can recycle ALL
components, which would be melted down
and made into new metal products. 

Our simple design makes installation possible
for DIY's and new contractors. Shingles are
fastened with common 1-1/4" galvanized
roofing nails, and no strapping results in
easier and faster installation. 

1-888-810-7663
www.diamondroof.on.ca

Sepia Brown
QC#60153

Slate Grey
QC#60045

Jet Black
QC#60039

Graphite Grey
QC#60035

Oxide Red
QC#60042

Chrome Green
QC#60037
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